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Spider manipulation by a wasp larva
A parasitic wasp forces its host to weave a special web for its own ends.
n the evening that it will kill its orbweaving spider host, the larva of the
ichneumonid wasp Hymenoepimecis
sp. induces the spider to build an otherwise
unique ‘cocoon web’ to serve as a durable
support for the wasp larva’s cocoon. The
construction of this cocoon web is highly
stereotyped, consisting of many repetitions
that are almost identical to the early stages
of one subroutine of normal orb weaving,
the other components of which are
repressed. Here I investigate this activity
and show that the mechanism employed by
the larva to manipulate the spider’s behaviour is fast-acting, apparently chemical, and
has long-term effects.
The female Hymenoepimecis sp. wasp
attacks the spider Plesiometa argyra at the
hub of its orb, stings it into temporary
paralysis and lays an egg on the spider’s
abdomen1. Subsequently, the spider
resumes normal activity. During the next
7–14 days, it builds apparently normal orbs
(Fig. 1a) to capture prey, while the wasp’s
egg hatches and the larva grows by sucking
the spider’s haemolymph. On the night that
it will kill its host, the larva induces the
spider to build a cocoon web, moults, kills
and consumes the spider, and then spins its
pupal cocoon hanging by a line from the
cocoon web.
Apparently undamaged cocoon webs
almost always had several lines (mean,
3.851.4; range, 2–8; n439) radiating in a
plane from a ‘hub’ (Fig. 1b–f). Most radial
lines branched near their tips and were
attached to the substrate at many points
(Fig. 1b). Most webs had only radii and
lines connecting them at the hub, and
lacked circular hub lines (86% of 66) or
frame lines (65% of 77) connecting the
radial lines. Any frame lines present were
typically much shorter and nearer the hub
than those of normal orbs (Fig. 1e). The
central portion of the hub was never empty,
as it is in a normal orb (Fig. 1a). The most
elaborate cocoon webs, however, had distinct hub loops, frames, and a mesh above
and below the hub (Fig. 1g), confirming
that they were modified orbs.
The construction of cocoon webs was
very consistent, and it appeared to be the
same as the early stages of type ‘D’ frame
construction (ref. 2, and W.G.E., manuscript in preparation). Many other integral
features of normal orb-web construction,
including breaking and then reeling up and
replacing lines, and breaking and then reattaching lines2–6, were completely absent. A
single ‘mistake’ in this respect by the spider
could be disastrous for the wasp larva, as
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Figure 1 Webs of the orb-weaving spider Plesiometa argyra. a, Prey-capture orb of a mature female; b, cocoon web and wasp cocoon
from above; c, hub of the cocoon web; d, cocoon web and cocoon from the side; e, cocoon web with one frame line; f, the simplest
cocoon web, with only two radial lines (larva rests at the hub, consuming the dead spider); g, the most complex cocoon web, with circular
lines at the hub and a mesh above and below the radial lines. Scale bars for a–g are 4, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2 and 2 cm, respectively.

the many-stranded cable of radial lines
would be replaced with a single pair of
drag lines.
The temporary and sticky spirals were
also missing, and the central portion of the
finished hub was not removed2–6. These differences between cocoon webs and normal
orbs all make the cocoon web a stronger,
more durable support for the wasp’s
cocoon. The importance of this is illustrated by the vulnerability of pupae of the related wasp H. robertsae to heavy rains7.
The larva makes small holes in the
spider’s abdomen to imbibe haemolymph1.
As the spider continues to build the cocoon
web even when the larva is removed shortly
before construction would normally start,
the changes in the spider’s behaviour must
be induced chemically rather than by direct
physical interference. The effects are both
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rapid (removal earlier in the evening did
not result in the formation of typical
cocoon webs) and long-lasting (spiders
from which larvae were removed built similar webs the following night, although some
slowly reverted to more normal orbs on
subsequent nights).
The larva’s ability to induce specific
behaviour patterns in the spider indicates
that, at some level within the host, such fine
behavioural details are independent units,
and not artificial constructs. This point is
crucial in the use of behavioural patterns as
taxonomic characters8,9.
Many parasites manipulate their host’s
behaviour10–13, but most of them, particularly insect parasitoids, induce only simple
changes, such as movement from one habitat to another, eating more or less, or sleeping12,13. These changes may be instigated by
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relatively straightforward mechanisms, for
example by the modification of particular
receptors14,15. Hymenoepimecis’s manipulation of its spider host is probably the most
finely directed alteration of behaviour ever
attributed to an insect parasitoid.
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Heat-stable antifreeze
protein from grass
e have discovered an antifreeze protein1 in an overwintering perennial
ryegrass, Lolium perenne. The protein is stable at 100 °C and although it is a
less effective antifreeze than proteins found
in antarctic fish and insects, it is better
at preventing ice recrystallization. This
property enables grasses to tolerate ice formation in their tissues without being
damaged, suggesting that the control of
ice-crystal growth rather than the prevention of freezing may have evolved to be the
critical factor in their survival at very low
temperatures.
Frost-tolerant plants undergo a process
of cold acclimation2,3, during which perennial grasses accumulate a boiling-tolerant
protein that inhibits ice recrystallization.
We extracted the protein responsible for
this activity from cold acclimated leaves of
L. perenne and cloned its complementary
DNA by using the polymerase chain reaction4. We found that it had an open reading
frame encoding a protein of 118 amino
acids (GenBank accession number,
AJ277399) and relative molecular mass
11.765K, with six potential N-glycosylation
sites containing the conserved N-X-S/T glycosylation motif.
Although this boiling-tolerant antifreeze
protein (AFP) belongs to a new class of
plant proteins and shares no lengthy
sequence homology with any other AFP or
protein sequence, some of its properties fit
with the general pattern for AFPs. It is very
hydrophilic, being rich in asparagine
(25%), valine (16%), serine (15%) and
threonine (10%), and having very few
amino acids with aromatic or hydrophobic
side chains. The primary structure has a
series of highly conserved, 7-amino-acid
repeat sequences with regularly spaced
serine and threonine residues that may be
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Figure 1 Lolium antifreeze protein (AFP) binding to ice and its
effect on ice recrystallization. Lolium AFP binds specifically to an
ice-crystal surface with six-fold symmetry. a,b, Ice-etching determination of the binding planes using the hemisphere technique5:
a, three elongated patches positioned on the primary prism plane;
and, b, the planes symmetrically arranged around the crystal’s caxis. c,d, Influence of Lolium AFP on ice recrystallization. The
recrystallization inhibition assay shows crystal growth after 60 min
at 16 °C; Lolium perenne (d) inhibits recrystallization of ice in
dilute concentrations relative to growth with the 30% sucrose
control (c). Scale bar, 50 mm.

able to hydrogen-bond with an ice surface.
Growth of a single ice-crystal hemisphere
from a dilute solution of the protein, and
subsequent surface-etching of the ice hemisphere5, produced a distinctive pattern with
six-fold symmetry, demonstrating that the
protein was specifically binding to ice on
the primary prism plane (Fig. 1a,b).
The Fourier-transform infrared spectrum of this grass AFP in solution at room
temperature revealed a high solventexposed b-sheet content which may be
exposed at the ice-binding surface6, as proposed for several other antifreeze proteins,
including that from carrot and types II and
III from fish. The spectrum was the same in
the presence of ice, suggesting that the conformation of the Lolium AFP does not
change on binding to ice, unlike that of the
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insect Dendroides canadensis thermalhysteresis protein, which does7.
Our Lolium antifreeze protein had a significantly higher specific activity in an icerecrystallization inhibition assay8 than
other antifreeze proteins. Growth of ice
crystals in 30% sucrose solution was completely inhibited at AFP concentrations
below 10 mg ml11 (Fig. 1c,d), which is at
least 200 times less in molar terms than the
type III AFP from ocean pout (Macrozoarces americanus).
In contrast, Lolium AFP shows a low
thermal hysteresis (the lowering of the temperature at which ice forms on cooling
while the melting temperature remains
unaltered9), with the highest measurable
value being 0.1 °C in water and 0.45 °C in
30% sucrose; these values are much lower
than the 1.0–1.5 °C reported for fish AFP10
and the 5–6 °C reported for insect proteins11, although these too are increased by
sucrose12.
Mechanisms previously proposed to
explain how AFPs work all imply some correlation between thermal hysteresis effects
and recrystallization inhibition13. Our discovery that there is no correlation between
these relative activities of the antifreeze protein from L. perenne raises questions about
the nature of the AFP mechanism and indicates that different classes of AFP may interact with ice in different ways. We propose
that the thermal hysteresis activity of the
grass protein is unlikely to serve an important protective function at the very low temperatures survived by overwintering grasses,
whereas its capacity to control the growth of
ice crystals may protect it against damage to
the plant cellular structure.
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